Application Modifications and Enhancements

HiCAMS & DOH Vendor Version 8.4.8 were released Wednesday, 10/14/2015.

OVERVIEW OF THE RELEASE

- Various carry-over items from previous 8.4.7 release.
- HiCAMS Version 8.4.8 corrects two production issues; an application fix for the 312U CMD report in Vendor (SQA 21686) and a data fix for the Verification Samples in Sampling (SQA 21687).

CONTRACT TRACKING - Review Pay Records

- The calculation to sum the total quantity for line item's pay records was changed to exclude any voided entries. The line item’s total quantity is displayed in the Quantity to Date field. (SQA 21691)

CONTRACT TRACKING - Pay Records Mobile Data Entry

- Corrected the functioning of the Substitutable Materials tab so that the material selected always displays. (SQA 21692)
- Changed the behavior of the Details tab to focus in the field which encounters an error; and also expanded the Quantity field to allow entry up to eight digits before the decimal. (SQA 21692)

CONTRACT TRACKING - Review Tickets

- Changes made to the Station From Fraction and Station To Fraction fields to allow zero be entered and displayed, on left side of decimal. (SQA 21680)

CONTRACT TRACKING - Review Material Prepayments

- Corrected the functioning of the Material Selection window so the contract and selected line item retrieves and displays the required material(s). (SQA 21688)

DENSITY - Review Density Asphalt Cores QC

- Changes made to the Station From Fraction and Station To Fraction fields so blanks are the default display and allow entry of zero on left side of decimal. (SQA 21680)

DENSITY - Review Density Asphalt Nuclear QC

- Changes made to the Station From Fraction and Station To Fraction fields so blanks are the default display and allow entry of zero on left side of decimal. (SQA 21680)
DENSITY - Review Density Other Conventional
- Changes made to the Station From Fraction and Station To Fraction fields so blanks are the default display and allow entry of zero on left side of decimal. (SQA 21680)

DENSITY - Review Density Other Nuclear
- Changes made to the Station From Fraction and Station To Fraction fields so blanks are the default display and allow entry of zero on left side of decimal. (SQA 21680)

FIELD INSPECTION REPORTS (FIR) - Review Field Inspection Reports
- **Corrugated Metal Pipe**: Changes made to the Station From Fraction and Station To Fraction fields so blanks are the default display and allow entry of zero on left side of decimal. (SQA 21680)
- **Guardrail**: Changes made to the Station From Fraction and Station To Fraction fields so blanks are the default display and allow entry of zero on left side of decimal. (SQA 21680)
- **Precast Concrete**: Changes made to the Station From Fraction and Station To Fraction fields so blanks are the default display and allow entry of zero on left side of decimal. (SQA 21680)
- **Stay-In-Place**: Changes made to the Station From Fraction and Station To Fraction fields so blanks are the default display and allow entry of zero on left side of decimal. (SQA 21680)
- **Structural Steel**: Changes made to the Station From Fraction and Station To Fraction fields so blanks are the default display and allow entry of zero on left side of decimal. (SQA 21680)

INDEPENDENT ASSURANCE - General
- Changes made to the Station From Fraction and Station To Fraction fields so blanks are the default display and allow entry of zero on left side of decimal. (SQA 21680)

SAMPLING - Enter Sample Details
- Changes made to the Station From Fraction and Station To Fraction fields so blanks are the default display and allow entry of zero on left side of decimal. (SQA 21680)
SAMPLING - Review Sample Details
- Changes made to the Station From Fraction and Station To Fraction fields so blanks are the default display and allow entry of zero on left side of decimal. (SQA 21680)

QUERY TOOL
- PRE-CERTIFICATION: Added the Resident Engineer’s name assigned to the contract. (SQA 21682)

PRODUCER/SUPPLIER - Review Producer/Supplier
- Corrected the functioning of the Facility tab with ability to add new Facilities and change existing Facility information. (SQA 21684)
- Corrected the functioning of the Materials tab to successfully add and save a mapping for an aggregate material and the facility which produces that aggregate material. (SQA 21685)

PRODUCTS - Review Product Maintenance
- Corrected the functioning of the Product Maintenance window to successfully add and save a new product. (SQA 21683)